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Improvement of the real estate transparency through 
digitalization with comprehensive and detailed property 
data

The online system for automated valuation model (AVM) is developed based on 
big data collected through information technology

One-touch real estate 
valuation with real-time 
updated data

User-friendly features for 
easy data search and 
analysis

Unit-level search engine 
including address, type of 
sale, price, date, image…



BIGGEE got featured in KPMG’s 7th annual edition: “Real Estate Innovation’s Overview 
2022”, among the top 20 companies that got featured in Vietnam

https://home.kpmg/nl/nl/home/insights/2022/07/real-estate-innovations-overview.html
https://home.kpmg/nl/nl/home/insights/2022/07/real-estate-innovations-overview.html


With 50K registered users, 100K
visits per month, Biggee.vn is in
the top 15 real estate websites
(According to SimilarWeb)



Vietnam is in the top 3 of the least 
transparent real estate markets in Asia Pacific

66% Duplicate information

33%
Fake listing, using incorrect 
images

92%

Listing with the content "home 
for sale by owner” is posted by 
brokers

Only 5% of listing from the Internet are valid, used as
dataset in BIGGEE's automatic pricing model

Statistics by BIGGEE



How does BIGGEE find out 5% valid information?

statistics, reports, price history

ML 
models

Listing 
feature 

extraction

Crawling

Collect and analyze data from multiple sources to 
ensure coverage and objectivity. 

Linking data by multi-dimensional (image, 
location, description, features...) to identify 
valuable information:

o Linking: Build the association matrix between 
all the information base on: location, images, 
listing feature…

o Grouping: Grouping similar information 
based on matrix association

o Cleaning: Filter out listing with outlier 
distribution and duplicate listing in each 
group

Using Machine Learning to optimize the 
analytical model, make appropriate predictions.  
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3 steps to improve data quality



Our core technology

Fake listing 
detection

Duplicate 
listing 

scanner

Geo

analysis

Time series 
analysis

Machine 
Learning 
Model

Geographic Information System

Image Retrieval System

Machine Learning Model

Text classification dataset

Advanced Full-Text Search



Our database

Trusted by

63
Cities and provinces with digitized GIS data 
(province, district, ward, street)

45M
Image has been digitized to identify duplicates 
and fake listings

12M Listing since 2017

17M
Parcel of land help find the exact location of 
the property

5K
Project information nationwide with the most 
details



Digital transformation solution for banking

Risk Reduction Process Digitalization Real-time reporting

01 02 03

Minimize subjective factors 
when making decisions, easy to 

verify information

With nationwide data 
coverage, valuation 

process and property 
data will be digitized 100% 

Easily generate reports 
and alerts, especially with 

geographical features

Real estate
big data

Multi-dimensional
data verification

Transparency &
Confidentiality



BIGGEE helps real estate project 
investor determine the selling price 
of products



Customers using BIGGEE's data
integration solution can focus
their resources on the core
business model



BIGGEE JOINT STOCK COMPANY

90 Pasteur, Ben Nghe, District 1, HCMC
VCCI, 09 Dao Duy Anh, Dong Da, Ha Noi

0889441000 contact@biggee.vn
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